Trengrouse Newsletter, Wednesday 3rd May 2017
Hi there.

Here is the home-learning for the following week.

you are unsure of anything please let me know.

I will keep spares in class and if

Home-learning club will also be available to

children on Monday lunchtimes (other days are also possible - the children just need to as in
advance!).

English/Topic

Maths

In the next week, we will be dis-

I can find the area and perimeter of rectilinear

cussing and creating our own spe-

shapes...

cial logos to help protect and promote the Amazon Rainforest…

1.

A rectangle measures 7 squares long by 6 squares
wide. What is its area? What is it’s perimeter?

Choose a rainforest animal and

2.

What is its area? What is it’s perimeter?

find out 3-5 facts that make it
stand out as a creature that

A garden has a patio area 5 squares by 8 squares.

3.

Calculate the

should represent the rainforest.

area of the 3

Sketch the animal with the facts

rectilinear

beneath it.

shapes.
Now calculate

Here are

their perimeter.

some famous logos...

Spellings - suffixes -tion, -sion and -ssion.

noun

– verb

admission

– to admit

The children are required to know how to convert a noun to a

discussion

– to discuss

verb using one of the above suffixes. They need to show that

collision

– to collide

they know how to do this and be ready to be able to spell

division

– to divide

both the noun (a person, place or thing) and verb (an action):

persuasion

– to persuade

interpretation

– to interpret

possession

– to possess

dedication

– to dedicate

donation

– to donate

Choose 5 from either list and create interesting
sentences with them!

Next week’s debate topic is should children be paid for getting good grades in
school?

